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Abstract. A consistent and unified microscopic theory ofsuperfluidity and superconductivity is
developed on the basis of two-stage Fermi-Bose-liquid (FBL) (in particular case, one-stage
Bose-liquid) scenarios, it is shown that these phase transition scenarios is accompanied, as a rule,
by the formation of composite bosons (Cooper pair and bipolarons) with their subsequent single
particle (SPC) and pair condensation (PC). A brief outline of the modified and generalized
B.CS-likepairing theory of fermions is presented, in an analogy to that, a detailed boson pairing
theory is developed. The SPC and PC features of an attracting 3d- and 2d-BG as a function of
the interboson coupling constant in the complete range 0 ~< T ~< Ta is studied in detail. It is
argued that the coexistence of the order parameters of attracting fermions AF and bosons Aa
leads to the superfluidity (in 3He) and superconductivity (in superconductors) by two FBL
scenarios. One of these scenarios is realized in the so-called fermion superconductors (FSC) and
the other in the boson superconductors (BSC) in which the gapless superconductivity is caused
by the absence of the gap As~ in the excitation spectrum of bosons and not by the presence of
point or line nodes of the BCS-like gap AF. The new adequate definitions for basic superconducting parameters of FSC and BSC are given. The theory proposed is consistent with the
experimental data available.
Keywords. Microscopic theory of superfluidity and superconductivity; Fermi-Bose-liquid;
composite bosons; single particle; pair condensation; fermion superconductors.
PACS No. 74"0

1. Introduction
At present, investigation of superfluidity and superconductivity takes much attention
as this problem joins the broad class of phenomena observed in different condensed
matters, such as, for example, 4He, 3He liquids, nuclears, low temperature (LTSC),
heavy-fermion (HFSC), organic (OSC) and high-temperature (HTSC) superconductors'
and other systems [ 1-10]. For understanding these phenomena, numerous theoretical
models I-2-22] have been proposed. Nevertheless, the adequate theoretical scheme
explaining the observations both in superfluid (SF) 4He, 3He and in superconducting
(SC) materials has not been done as yet. For example, none of the existing theoretical
models of superconductivity does not consider, complete scenarios of SC transition,
starting from the Fermi-gas state, passing through the BCS-like ground state of Fermiliquid and leading to the formation of unstable or stable presuperconducting (or
precursor)state of Bose-gas (BG) and then to the true SC state of Bose-liquid. Usually,
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main attention is given to one of the intermediate (but not SC) states, namely, to explain
the electron pairing effect by means ofphonon, exciton, plasmon, magnon, polaron and
other excitations exchange, as well as to use a conception of the Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC) of ideal cooperons or bipolarons [6-9]. However, the pairing of
electrons is only necessary but not a sufficient condition for appearance of superconductivity (see also [8]). Therefore, many observed unusual properties of LTSC,
HFSC, OSC, HTSC and 3He [-3,23-42] are difficult to be explained on the basis of
BCS-like pairing theory, Such inexplicable facts by BCS-like theory are: (i) non-zero
density of states (DOS) is the inside of BCS-like gap and a peak of DOS is its outside
[3, 23-28]; (ii) anomalous upward increasing of the lower critical magnetic field He1
[29, 30], the critical current lc [31], sound velocity [32] and the SC order parameter
1-33,34] in HTSC and HFSC at T ~ (0,6 ÷ 0,7)To; (iii) the existence of the large
pseudo-SC gap in HTSC not only below To, but also above T~ [24, 35-37]; (iv) the
existence of the specific heat jumps, both below To and above Tc in HTSC and HFSC
[29, 38-40]; (v) gapless superconductivity I-3-9]; (vi) sharp increasing of the critical
current velocity and superfluid density and jump-like changes of other physical
parameters at T ~ (0, 6 - 0, 7) Tc as well as the origin A ~ B transition and half-integral
quantization of vorticity in 3He [2,41-44], etc. These experimental facts observed
in HTSC cannot be explained on the basis of another highly attractive resonating
valence bond (RVB) models [6-9, 29, 45] and bipolaronic models [6-9, 32, 46]. The
RVB model based on the hypothetical spinon-holon phenomenology claims that
the normal state is not a Fermi-liquid and that the BCS-like approaches are not
applicable. These non-Fermi-liquid models are not as yet formulated in enough detail
to predict photoemission curve [6, 9, 26] as well as some above unusual properties of
HTSC. Indeed, recent experimental data [6, 9, 47] has confirmed the definite existence
of a Fermi surface in HTSC. However, the RVB model represents independent
theoretical interest, from the standpoint gauge field theory and elaboration of RVB
theory in low-dimensional systems is given much attention I-6,45, 48]. In the existing
bipolaronic and bisolitonic models [6, 8, 32, 46] as well as in some variants of RVB models
(see [6,8]), the SF state of bipolarons, bisolitons and holons is identified
with the BEC state of an ideal BG which according to the Landau criterion is not
SF (see also [12]). So, the nature of the SF state of the electron liquid in all superconductors
still remains unknown. While the existing theoretical models of a Bose-liquid superfluidity
[12-19,22], firstly, cannot explain a number of SF properties of 4He and secondly,
contradicts each other (see below), i.e. the theory of superfluidity is not sufficiently
elaborated as yet. Further, separate consideration of related phenomena of the
superfluidity and superconductivity within the different approaches is quite unfounded
and does not allow to describe these phenomena from a unified position.
So, there are many reasons not to be locked on the existing BCS-like, bipolaron or
RVB-schemes and to consider the general case. In this respect, a novel two-stage
microscopic model of superfluidity and superconductivity proposed in [49-53] represents one of the possible alternative. According to this model, the phase transition to SC
state is realized by two possible Fermi-Bose-liquid (FBL) scenarios in contrast to the
above discussed one-stage Fermi-liquid and Bose-liquid or BG ones. In this, a more
realistic model of superconductors, the composite bosons (e.g. Cooper pairs and
bipolarons) like non-composite ones (e.g. 4He atoms and spinless holons [12-21]) may
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have any values centre of mass impulse and undergo BEC of an ideal BG, single particle
condensation (SPC) of a repulsive BG and SPC and pair condensation (PC) of an
attracting BG. Existence of the SF or SC state of composite bosons, then, depends on
two types of excitations, one of them characterizes the excitation of Fermi components
of such bosons and another as a single whole. The first of these excitations may be
considered within the BCS-like model of a Fermi-liquid and the second one on the basis
of SPC and PC model of an attracting BG (or Bose-liquid) [52, 53]. Unlike the
excitation spectrum of a Fermi-liquid with single BCS-like energy gap AF in that of
a Bose-liquid, there are two energy gaps A. (order parameter bosons) and AsF (energy
gap in the excitation spectrum ofan attractive BG). In the present paper, an attempt has
been made to construct a consistent microscopic theory of a novel two-stage FBL
scenarios of superfluidity and superconductivity as a combined theory of Fermi- and
Bose-liquid. It will be shown that, the SPC and PC of an attracting composite bosons
and not their formation by BCS-like pairing of fermions, plays a crucial role in the
superfluidity and superconductivity in Fermi systems.
This paper is organized in the following manner. In § 2, we begin by short reviewing
only the outline of the real-space pairing mechanisms of charge carriers leading to the
formation of different bipolaronic states in various compounds (more detailed consideration will be reported elsewhere). In § 3, we consider the BCS-like pairing scenario
of different interacting polarons in k-space leading to the formation coherent or ground
state of Fermi-liquid. In § 4, at the beginning, we review the existing BG and Bose-liquid
SF theories and then, we investigate in detail the ground state of a Bose-liquid on the
basis of the concepts S PC and PC of an attracting two (2d)- and three (3d)-dimensional
BG as the basis of their superfluidity. In particular, we determine the basic parameters
characterizing these Bose-liquid. The calculation of the specific heat of 2d- and
3d-Bose-liquid on the basis of the proposed theory SPC and PC of an attracting BG is
given in § 5. The discussion of the results and their validity and applicability degree for
the adequate description of different experimental data in SF +He, 3He and SC
materials is the topic of§ 6 and a summary is given in § 7. In the appendix, we give the
basic calculations of the analytical expressions used in the text of the paper.
2. The real-space pairing mechanism of charge carriers

As is generally known, the ground state of electrons, holes and excitons in solids is their
self-trapped (S) state that are discovered in many classes of substances, such as, alkali
halides, rare-gas solids, oxides, organic molecular crystals and semiconductors
[54, 55]. In 1-56] we have shown the existence (coexistence) possibility of four type (i.e.
delocalized (D) and three S (continuum, atomic and molecular)) states of these
quasiparticles in solids. According to [55-57] the holes and electrons in ionic compounds (to that are related HTSC also) are polarons not only in S- but also in D-states,
i.e. they are dressed by deformation-polarization cloud or polaron-bag forming at
static lattice deformations. In metals and some nonmetallic solids there is no optical
phonons. There holes and electrons are polarons only in S-states and in D-states (to be
precise we call it free (F)) and they are dressed by phonon (or dynamical polarization)
cloud or bag. Further, the formation of the D- and S-states of bipolarons is quite
possible in nonsuperconducting and superconducting materials at the interaction of
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 45, No. 5, November 1995
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the identical and different polarons by polaron and phonon-bag exchanges. For
example, the existence of the bipolarons localized on the neighbour lattice sites was
observed in Ti407, (Til_xVxLOT, NaxV20 5 and other materials (see [32]). The
anomalous characteristics of a number of compounds, such as Nb3Sn, V3Ga, VaSi,
PbMO 6S8 and BaBi~Pbl _ ~O 3 is considered also as the indication to the existence of
some above-named polarons and bipolarons 1-32]. So, in HTSC, the charge carriers are
most probably D- and different S-bipolarons (two of them, atomic and molecular
bipolarons, forming in oxygen sublattice). Indeed, the experimental data [58-60]
indicate that two holes in HTSC are localized on ligands (i.e. on oxygen ions) and form,
for example, atomic bipolarons of O~ N- 2~- (N = 4 or 6) type or molecular bipolarons
of charged dimer 0 2 - type [60]. The formation possibility of the D- (or large polarons
(bipolarons) in the context [46]) and continuum S-polarons (bipolarons) may be
considered in the framework of the continuum model [56,57] and atomic and
molecular S-polarons (bipolarons), in the framework of a quasi-molecular model [56].
First of these approach is suitable for the quantitative determination of the binding
energies of D- and S-bipolarons by the difference
IUcnl = IEB- 2EpI

(2.1)

where Ep and E B is the polaron and bipolaron energy, respectively. Usually,
IUcnl ~ 0,01 ÷ 0, 30 and ~ 0, 1 ÷ I eV for D- and S-bipolarons, respectively. These
real-space pairing scenario describes the attractive interaction of two separated
polarons. It corresponds to low polaron concentration or the narrow polaronic band.
In this case 'bandlike' motion of polarons at the low temperature is unlikely and they
can form separated bipolarons which are immobile also (these real-space bipolarons
may be considered as an ideal BG). So the real-space pairing scenario is not applicable
to study the collective (or coherent) properties of the interaction polarons and
bipolarons. However, with increasing of polarons concentration (or with decreasing of
the distance between polarons) their deformation field begins to strongly overlap and it
is accompanied by the decreasing of the lattice deformation degree, I Ucnl and the
broadening of the polaronic band. In such situations, due to the modulation of the basic
parameters of polarons (caused by their collective effects) the real-space approximation
[32,46] is not suitable for the description of their pairing. Then the BCS-like k-space
attractive pairing between polarons in extended spatial states is more suitable for the
study of the formation of both large D- and small S-bipolarons (e.g. Schafroth pairs)
(see also [9,32]). In the present case, the D- and different S-bipolarons does not
qualitatively differ from the Cooper pairs. These bipolarons and Cooper pairs (that is
dynamic bipolarons) can be regarded as interacting composite bosons (other discussions are given in § 6-4). So, in superconductors (including 3He) existence (coexistence) of the different types of unpaired and paired Fermi particle is quite possible as the
multicomponent FBL [49-53]. For simplicity, we neglect interband fermion-boson
interaction in such mixed FBL assuming that the important mechanism responsible for
superconductivity is the intraband fermion-fermion and boson-boson attractive interaction. Indeed, fermion-composite boson interaction due to exclusion principle most
probably leads again to the formation of a Fermi and composite Bose particle. Then we
have dealings with two independent subsystems, where both fermionic NF and bosonic
N B numbers are separately conserved.
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3. Ground state of Fermi-liquid

The Hamiltonian of the multi-component Fermi-gas system with the pair interaction
between particles has the form [43, 52]

,
1 ~ VV(k, k , )ank,
, an_k+at_k,jatk,
,
T
H = nk.~[e(k) --/~V.] a.k.a.,,~ + ~-~ .k.t*'

(3.1)

where e(k) = h 2k2/2mv., mE. and/~v, is the mass and chemical potential of the nth type
of polarons, respectively, a.k~(a.,~)
*
is the creation (annihilation) operators of these
polarons in state ]nka), k and a their wave vector and spin indices, respectively,
F
V.t(k,
k ) is the pair interaction potential (which has both an attractive and a repulsive
part) between nth and /th type polarons, t~ is the volume of the system, n,
l={1,2 ..... v},v<<.4. The Hamiltonian (3.1) is diagonalized by the standard
Bogolubov transformation of Fermi operators. Then in the excitation spectrum
c%.(k) = ~/g2 (k) + A~.(k)
there are n energy gaps determined from
Av.(k) = _ 1 ~ VF(k, ,, ` Ar~(k' ) thEv~(k')
~ k',l
I£ ) E~t(k,)
2T

(3.2)

where gF.(k) is the energy of nth type polarons measured relative to/~v, and a repulsive
Hartree-Fock potential (which can be incorporated and denoted as/~r,) (see also [61]).
r k') ~ 0 and vvt(k, k') = 0 (n # l). Further, we
For simplicity, we consider the case V.,(k,
use usual BCS-like approximation for V..(k,
V k , ) [12, 62]

IVFR.- VFa. if e.(k), e(k')<EA.=lUc.[+hc %
VV..(k,k')=lV[.
if EA.<e(k ), e(k')<ER.
if e(k) or e(k')>ER.

(3.3)

where EAn and ER. is the cutoffparameters for hybrid attractive V,~.(which has both the
phonon- and polaron-bag attracting part) and a repulsive VRF.part of the potential
VV..(k,k'), respectively, in nth polaronic band, EA.<<ER.. Then we determine the
disappearance temperature of nth type bound polaron pairs Tr. and the ratio
9F. = 2AFn/TF. as
TF. ~-- 1, 14(I Uc.I + hCOD)exp(-- 1/~'F.DF.)

(3.4)

OF. = 3, 52

(3.5)

and
when ~'v. = VA. -- V~., V~. = VR./[1 + Dr. VR.In(ER./EA.) ] and DF. is the effective
interaction potential and density of states in the n th polaronic band, respectively, h~oi~
is the Debye energy. Here the combined polaron- and phonon-bag mediated processes
are taken into account like it is done in case of the combined electronic (lochon)- and
phonon-mediated ones in [63, 64]. While the expression of the cutoff energy obtained
within the spin- and correlation-bag approaches [65, 66] are also similar to the results
[63, 64]. So our and above-named approaches are modified variants of the basic BCS
theory. In the absence of the static lattice deformation (that takes place in many LTSC)
]Uc. J = 0 and we have dealings with pure BCS picture. In general, pure BCS pairing is
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 45, No. 5, November 1995
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possible only in F-states of carriers whereas, in their D- and S-states, always the
combined BCS and non-BCS (i.e. polaron-bag) pairing are realized. Further, when the
Fermi energy of nth type polarons EF, < (I Uc.I + hOgD)(e.g. that takes place in 3He
[67]), the cutoff energy in (3.3) would be replaced by EF, (,see [68]) or width of the
polaronic band [9]. In case 0 ~< V*. ~< l/A. takes place, 0 <~ VF.DF. ~< 1 and the above
modified BCS-like pairing theory of polarons is quite applicable.
4. Ground state of Bose-liquid

Now we consider the SF state of a Bose-liquid that represents interaction of both
composite bosons (e.g. Cooper pairs and bipolarons) and non-composite ones such as
4He atoms (or hypothetical holons in RVB models). A brief survey of the existing
theories of SF Bose systems is made. The BEC of an ideal BG cannot serve as a model
for a study of SF properties of 4He (see also [ 12]) and SC properties of electronic liquids
in superconductors. Another most often discussed model of superfluidity is based on
the SPC of a repulsive BG, theory of which was developed by Bogolubov [12].
However, the validity of such theory of superfluidity is not less controversial [14, 69].
As the theory of a repulsive BG superfluidity (or c-number of condensate theory [18])
based on the concept of SPC of bosons cannot explain a number of SF properties of
4He, such as, the observed half-integral values of circulation (see [15]), the observed
4He specific heat departure from the phonon-like dependence (see [16]) and the
depletion of the zero-momentum state (some internal inconsistencies of the repulsive
BG theory was discussed in [14, 69]). In this respect, a more consistent approach is an
attractive BG model of superfluidity proposed in [14]. The theory of superfluidity
developed within such model in [17, 18] is based only on the concept of PC of an
attracting BG. The SPC and PC possibility of a 3d-BG in case of T = 0 and pure
boson-boson attraction was studied in [19]. Recently, the attractive BG model adapted
to 2d-boson-like holon gas have been discussed in [20, 21], where however, only PC is
assumed of such exotic bosons and their SPC possibility at T = 0 remains unstudied.
At present, the situation is very much controversial and confusing for attractive Bose
systems, which increase the number of unsettled problems. So the basic properties of
a SF Bose-liquid is still not established as a function of the interboson interaction
coupling constant in the complete temperature range of 0 ~< T ~< TB (where Ta is an
attracting BG condensation temperature). For example, such unstated properties of
a SF Bose-liquid are: (i) specific features of the SPC and PC of an attracting BG; (ii)
nature of the order parameter Aa and gap AsF; (iii) depletion of the zero-momentum
state of condensed bosons (i.e. Bose-Einstein-like single particle condensate in our
context and not unphysical Bose-Einstein-like pair condensate considered by Evans
etal [14,17,22] and others [18]) and complete depletion of this state on some
temperature interval below TB(= T~ for 4He); (iv) specific heat pecularity in the SF
state (e.g. at T* < TB(= T~ in 4He and = Tc in 3He, HFSC and HTSC)), etc. Further
there are highly conflicting opinions about existence (absence) of a gap in the excitation
spectrum of a nonideal BG. For example, according to [ 14, 17, 18] there is no gap in the
excitation spectrum of an attracting BG. On the contrary, some Bogolubov-like
c-number condensate theory [18] (see also [16]) predicts the existence of a gap in the
excitation spectrum of a repulsive BG in the zero-momentum state, while such a gap
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was not evidently observed. On the other hand, in several schemes of this theory, the
excitation spectrum of a repulsive BG is gapless. The existence of a finite gap in the
excitations spectrum of an attracting BG in its pair condensate state was predicted in
[ 19] for T = 0. From the above-stated, it follows that the nature and structure of the SF
state of a Bose-liquids is still far from being elucidated and the existing theoretical
schemes is insufficient for understanding all SF properties of 4He (to say nothing of 3He
for the description of that in the BCS model is not quite adequate). So, up to now, there
is no consistent and adequate microscopic theory of SF Bose-liquid describing the
available experimental data in 4He (including 3He and superconductors) from a unified
position.

4.1 The Hamiltonian model
The Hamiitonian of the multi-component BG system with the pair interaction (which
has both an attractive and repulsive part) between particles has the form (3.1) only by
the absence of spin indices. The linearized part of this Hamiltonian (i.e. Hamiltonian
model) for one component of BG may be written in the form (see also [13])

+ ~ B(k)(c-kq +

(4.1)

where g(k) = e.(k) -/~B + VB(O)pB + xB(k), e(k) = h2k2/2mB (here and further, for convenience, we omit the index in c(k)),Aa(k)=(1/~)Ek, Va(k--k')(C_k,Ck, ),
zn(k) = (1/D)E k, Va(k - k')nB(k'), nn(k) = (a*kak), Pa = (l/D)Eknn(k), m n - the mass of
Bose particles,/a a - the chemical potential of BG, C~k(Ck)- the creation (annihilation)
operators of bosons with the wave vector k, Va(k - k') - the interboson interaction
potential. The Hamiltonian (4. I) is diagonalized by the Bogolubov transformations of
Bose operators and the excitation spectrum of bosons has the form

EB(k ) = x/g2(k) - A2(k),

(4.2)

where the values of Aa(k),/~e and xa(k) are determined from simultaneous equations
AB(k) = _ ~1 ~ Va(k - k ' ) ~ c t h
,
2En~t¢ )
N a = ~ na(k ) = ~
k
, [_

n(k)

Ea(k')
2T

cth EB(k)
2T

1
2

r es(k') .~Es(k')

XB(k)=lfl~,~ V a ( k - k ' ) L 2 ~ a ( k , ) ctn

~-~

~]

(4.3)

by means of their self-consistent solution.
At EB(0 ) = 0 or /~p + VR(O)p s + XB(0)= ItTal = IAB(0)I the terms of the sum (4.3)
with k, k' = 0 should be considered separately according to the procedure proposed
in [14]. Now, in order to find the solution of (4.3) the interboson interaction potential
may be approximated in the simple separable form as is done in the theory of
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 45, No. 5, November 1995
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superconductivity [12]

IVBR--VBA if0~<e(k), e(k')<~BA
VB(k -- k ' ) = I VBR
if ~BA~<e(k) or e(k') < CBR
o
if e(k), e(k')> ~aR

(4.4)

where ~aA and ~BR are the cutoff energies for attractive and repulsive parts of the V8
( k - k ' ) , respectively. This approximation allows us to carry out the calculation
thoroughly and so it gives us a new insight to the problem of condensation (i.e. on the
possible properties of a SF Bose-liquid).
Further we assume eaA >>I/ia[ ~ Aa ~ T~, where Ta is the temperature of the order
parameter Amdisappearance. Then the main contribution to the AB(k), N B, zB(k) comes
from small values of k < k A whereas the large values of k > kA gives small corrections
that may be neglected. In the case of only two Bose particles interaction, the binding
energy E b of these particles is determined from the equation
1

2 Ik)-eb

- I

(4.5)

where ~'B= VBA-- VB,[1 + VB, I,]-'.
At ~BA>>Eb from (4.5) for 2d- and 3d-BG, correspondingly, it follows
I , = ½DBln(~Ba/¢SA), DB = mB/2nh 2 and I , = DB X/~BR -- ",/~BA], DB = ,,/Sm3/2/2rc2h a.
4.2 Three-dimensional Bose-liquid
At first we consider the case T = 0. Going in (4.3) from summation to integration on
and by making elementary transformation the following equations may be obtained
for determination of critical values of the PB and I~BI at which SPC of bosons begins
with the vanishing of the gap Asv = ~
- A~ in Ea(k) (Appendix 1)
PB=

On ~/~ (?Bz- 1~ 3
48 \ - - ~ B /

I/~,l : - ~

(?Bz- 1"]/ ,

(4.6)

(4.7)

where ?R = ~'BDBXf~BAis a coupling constant of the interboson interaction as ~RAcharacterizes the thickness of the condensation layer including almost all Bose particles.
From (4.5) the following equation is obtained for determination of E b
y arctg(1/y) - 7B - 1
7B

(4.8)

where y = ~ .
As it is obvious from (4.7), formation of the bound state of two isolated boson pairs is
possible only at 3'B> 7" = 1 that coincides with the value of?,* determined from (4.6) for
dilute BG (PB ~ 0 , Aa = 0). So in the case of dilute BG, Eb = 21/~nl. However, otherwise
Eb= 2Asv <21/7a1, i.e. the binding energy of the boson pairs in their interacting
collective is decreased. Hence at 7B = 7" > 1 the phase transition SPCe*,PC occurs in
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a nonideal BG. The value of I~BI at ?B = ?* is equal to [70] (Appendix 1).

I~BI = IABI = 2,88TBEc

(4.9)

where TsEc is the BEC temperature. For ?B < ?* the fraction of condensed bosons in the
zero-momentum state nBo = PBo/PBis determined as a function of?B from the simultaneous equations system [70] (Appendix 1):
3(PB -- Pno) =

w/2l~BI3/zOn

(4.10)

Pno - Dsl/~BIx/~BA[ 1 -- ?B(X/1 + 21~BI/¢BA-- X/21/~BI/~BA] (4.1 1)
?a
where Pno = Nso/fL Nno is the number of Bose particles with k = 0.
The nBo(?B)dependence is shown in figure 1. Now we consider the case T ¢ 0. The
numerical solution of(4.3) at T < TBtaking into account (4.4) shows that the gap AsF in
EB(k) vanishes at T = T* << TB [70]. In limit cases such solution may also be obtained
analytically. So, at ?n < ?~ and T~< T~ << Ta assuming I/~al = AB from (4.3)it follows
[70, 71] (Appendix 2):
2

+ 2~11
_ pBo ~ [X/~BA + 2I/~BI_ 2,,/~BI _~
From these equations the values of T*(?B) and
one obtains [70] nBo(T) as

nBo(T) =

(4.12)
(rtT)2
6,f~1/~13/2

~ ]

.

(4.13)

nBo(T) may be found. At

T < T~ << Tn

nBo(0)[1 -- 9T z]

(4.14)

where 9 = mB/12PBoha VC,VC= ~
is the sound velocity. Analogous relation for
nBo(T) was also obtained in the framework of the phenomenological approach (see

°51
Figure 1. The dependence of nB0 on 7B for 3d-BG.
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[72]), where, however, instead of pBo(0) figures PB that correspond to the BEC of an ideal
BG. Near T* approximately nBo(T) ,,- (T~ - T) take place. In the case of T--* Tn, AB<< Tn,
I/~nl << Zn solution of(4.3) may be found analytically and we have (Appendix II):
2,612x/~T3/E2 ~_ x//~T3/2 [2,612 _ 2 ~

I

nT

?S ~- 2

~

(

(1

A2a "~q
81fia12 ] j

Ag
1 + 81~BI',/

(4.15)
(4.16)

from which at T = TB and An = 0 it follows that for Yn < 1 or 7n <<?* (just in this case
most probably the conditions I/~nl << TB is well satisfied)
TB-~

TBEC

(4.17)

[1 - 2, 13?B~fTB/¢nA] 2/3

and for a small 7n << 1

Tn

TnEc[1+

(4.18t

where c = n3/2/3,912.
From (4.15) and (4.16) it also follows that the AB(T) and fiB(T) near TBis determined
as [70] (Appendix 2).
I/~a(T)I -I~n(Tn)l

[

1+ a \

AB ~ 21/~n(Tn)lx//~ \

l°'l

Ta

,/

]

,ira /

(4.19)
(4.20)

where a = 2(CTB)-O'5(~BA/TnEc)°'2s.
In the case T--, T~ and lfin(T~l << T~ ~< Tn a solution of(4.3) is determined analogous to the case T--* TB. Then the temperature dependence of/] B(or AB) and nao near
T = T* < Tn accordingly has the form [70] (Appendix 2)
I/~B(T)I~Ifin(T~)I

/T*
l+b~-T~

T \ °'5-]
) J

(4.21)

and
,~, bTnDn(nT*) 2 (T~_-- T) °''
rlBoIl ) ~-2pBx/2¢n A \

where b =

(4.22)

T~

(C~n)-O'5(~BA/T~)O'ZS.

From (4.16)(at Aa = 0) and the 1.h.s. of (A2.14) in Appendix, it follows that in case
1 <~(I~B(T~)I/Iftn(TB)I) <~2, it must be T/x/~ <~T* <~T B, whereas from the 1.h.s. of
(A2.13) (that roughly is equal to 2,612 --BEC
T3/2 at T = T~) in Appendix - T~ > ThEc.
In the case T < T~ << Ta that corresponds to the case 7B < ~ , I/~BI= An ~ const takes
place. The phase diagram of states of the attracting BG is indicated in figure 2 and the
temperature dependence of AB,/iB and nso are shown in figures 3 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 2. The phase states ofan attracting 3d-BG for ~BA/T.Ec= 10 (in case ~'B~ 1
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Two-dimensional Bose-liquid

The case of T = 0. In (..4.3) going from s u m m a t i o n to integration on ~, it is easy to find
the value of 7, = DB VB at which the gap AsE is vanishing and this value of 7B is
determined from 1-20]
1
~'~ = A r s h ~ ]
that corresponds to the value of I/~.1 = 2To, where T O =

(4.23)

2rth2p,/mB.
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Unlike the 3d-BG, in 2d-BG the binding energy of isolated boson pairs is determined
from (4.5) analogous to the binding energy of isolated fermion pairs in the BCS theory and
bound state is formed even under weak interaction with YB> 0. In the case of dilute 2d-BG
(Aa = 0) analogous as in the case of 3d-BG, E B --- 2l~sl or E B = 2Asv < 2I~BI takes place.
The value of PBO is determined from the simultaneous equations [70] (Appendix 1)
2 (PB - Pao) -~ DsIfiBI

PBo-

(4.24)

Dal/~BI [ l - ?aln (x/¢gA + 2'/~BI~nA + 2(~BA + I/~B'))I

7~-

21fiBI

(4.25)

The dependence of P8 (?~), An on I~RI (at different values of 7B and PB) and nBo(TB)are
presented in figures 5, 6, and 7, respectively.
The case of T # 0. In this case the gap
Asv = - 2Tin [x/4 + r/2 - r/)/2]

(4.26)

always exists in EL(k) [20], where q = exp [(lfiBI - 2 To)/2T]. The temperature dependence of A B at low temperatures has the form [49] (Appendix 2)

zj

An(T) ~ - ~ T +

A~(0) +

(ZT) 2

(4.27)

where Z = exp(4/?B)/'[1 + (exp(2/?B)/2)2], An(0 ) ~ (~BA+ I/]Bl)/x/1 + (exp(2/?B)/2) 2.

Figure 5. Schematic dependence of the Pn vs. ?~ for 2d-BG.
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Figure 6. Schematic dependence of the An vs./~a for 2d-BG.
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Figure 7. The dependence of %0 on 7n for 2d-BG.
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Figure 8. Schematic dependence of the/~n and An vs. temperature T for 2d-BG:
a) at 7B> 7* and b) at ?a < ?~.

As it is clear from (4.27), Amdecreases with increasing of temperature and at T ~ TB,
temperature-dependence of Aa and/~B have forms [491 (Appendix 2)
A~(T) = (2 + 7B) T~

(4.28)

and

\T./
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where for a given value of 7B and each value of TIT B the value of q must be determined
by means of the self-consistent solution of (4.26), (4.28) and (4.29). The temperaturedependence of AB and ]/~al are shown in figure 8.
5. Specific heat of the Bose-liquid

The specific heat of the Bose-liquid is determined from [73]

c~'(T)=''Tn~(k)[l+na(k)]

{ tkl- r[L

1

dT +2dT SFJJ"

(5.1)

At low temperature for 3d-Bose-liquid

cv(T) ~-

FTDBf;v/~esh2[Ea(e)/2T] E~(e).
de

(5.2)

In (5.2) at 7a > 3'~, I/~a] >> T, A a >> T and ASF > 2T the sh[Ea(e)/2T ] may be replaced
by ½exp[Ea(E)/ET] and E~(~t by x/2[/]a[e + As2F.
Then taking into account that an essential contribution to the integral comes from
a small ~ and using in the exponent expansion x/2 I/~ale + A2F ~ AsF + ]fia]e/AsF,we get

cv(T ) "" 3flDaA~/2x / ~ [1
_

4 2/~As~-] exp

However, at 7B < 7~, T ~< T~ and at a small k the excitation spectrum of bosons is
phonon-like Ea(k)~ ~ h k
and cv(T)~ T s. In the case of Aa, I~BI<<T~ near
T* according to (4.21) c,,(T)~ c o n s t / ( T * - T) °'s. Whereas according to (4.19) and

I
I
I

T
Figure 9. Schematic dependence of the specifi6 heat of an attracting 3d-BG vs.
temperature at ,'a <<7*.
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(4.20) near Ta the law cv(T) ~ const/(Ta - T) °'5 takes place. The c~(T) dependence at
?B<<?] and AB, I/~aI<<T* has the form shown in figure9, where for T > T B,
Cv(T ) "" T 3/2 1-36]. For 2d-Bose-liquid, the quantity of c~,(T) at low temperature in the
case of ASF > 2T can be estimated analogous to that evaluated from the integral (5.2).
Then

c~(T) ~- 4f~DaAsFrl

AsF-]

while for ASF < 2T one obtains (Appendix II)
c~(T) ~ 4f~DB rE
- [1 --y~ + 19 exp( -- 2)]
AB

(5.5)

Thus, at small AsF the dependence c~(T) is very close to phonon-like one.
6. Discussions of the results and their experimental evidences

In this section we discuss the experimental data available in 4He, 3He and existing
classes of superconductors as details possible in the context of two-stage FBL model of
superfluidity and superconductivity which can be realized by two possible FBL
scenarios in the so-called fermion superconductors (FSC) and boson superconductors
(BSC) [49, 52].
6.1 4He superfluidity
It follows from the above relation (4.6) that the excitation spectrum E~(k) of a 3d-Boseliquid at ?B < 72 becomes gapless in the temperature interval 0 ~< T ~< T~ and at small k,
is phonon-like. At T > T* in ER(k) the gap AsF appears being responsible for
half-integral values of the circulation (see [15-1) and the cv(T ) departure from the
phonon-like T 3 dependence observed in 4He (see [16]). Depletion of the zeromomentum state (or often named as condensate) ofa 3d-BG at T = 0 and 0 < T~< T*
as a function of?n (figure 1) and temperature(figure 4) as well as its complete absence in
the interval T* < T ~< Ta = Tz (where Tz is the temperature of 2-transition in 4He) is in
good agreement also with the experimental data available for 4He [69, 72].
The experimental dependence nRo(T ) has a feature such as a noticeable increasing
nBo below ~ 1 K [72]. The above features of the velocity circulation quantum, cv(T )
and nBo(T) indicate on appearance of the gap Asv in Ea(k ) at T>~ 1, 1 K in 4He (i.e.
T~ ~ 1, 1 K). Further the experimental values of nBo = 0, 10 + 0, 14 (at T = 0) in 4He
[72] correspond to the values of?B ~ 1, 5 - 1, 6 for TBEC/~BA = 0, 05, i.e. to the region II
at figure 2. It means that the interaction is strong in 4He. The existence of the pair
condensate in the k = 0 state considered in [ 14, 17] is u nphysical (that was noted also in
[19]) and complete absence of such condensate (that in fact must be single particle
condensate) in the complete range 0 ~< T~< Ta in 4He is not consistent with the
experimental data. At ?B < ?* and ?B < 1 (i.e. in the region II and I in figure 2) we obtain
the relation na0(T ) ~ (T* - T) t2 -a~/3 (that have been derived earlier in the framework
of a phenomenological approach [68, 72] for 4He with fl/> 0 and Ta instead of
T* corresponding to the case BEC of an ideal BG) with fl ~ > - 1 and fl/>0,5,
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 45, No. 5, November 1995
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respectively. Therefore, near T~ < T~ jump of cv(T) may be expected at weak (YB<< 1)
and probably intermediate (7B ~< 1) coupling. While at strong coupling (ya > I ) in c,,(T)
instead of such jump only pecularity may be displayed as it was observed, for example,
in 4He (see [16]).
6.2 3He superfluidity
Many experimental results speak well for the triplet pairing in 3He with angular
momentum l = 1 [74,75]. Such pairing of 3He atoms leading to the formation of
composite bosons may be described also by the BCS-like pairing theory [74,75].
Further in 3He just as in 4He the real SF state most probably is described by the order
parameter A8 of the attracting composite bosons (i.e. paired atoms 3He), whereas the
BCS-like order parameter A v of the attracting fermion pairs characterizes only
presuperfluid (or precursor) state. As the BCS-like theory cannot explain the number of
features of S F 3He and HTSC (including also LTSC, H FSC and OSC) observed below
the critical temperature Tc. It is reasonable to assume that the interboson (i.e.
intercooperon) interaction in 3He probably is much weaker (~a < 1 or even 7a <<~ ~<2
(for ~RA/TaEc/> 10)) than such interaction in 4He. Therefore the condensate fraction in
3I-[e must be larger than in 4He. It is supposed that in 3He just as in LTSC only small
fraction of fermions may take part in pairing and PB/PF << 1 (where PF is the density of
Fermi particles in unit volume). Then at PF ~ 1023cm-3 and Pa/Pv "~ 10-5 (just as in
LTSC) we obtain TBEc -- 2, 52"10 -3 K that is very close to the observed value of Tc in
3He, where in all probability T¢ = T v = T B (see below). So, the gap ASF in E~(k) most
probably vanishes at T = T] ~- 0, 7T~ and there some features of 3He physical properties must be displayed. Indeed, such features are observed in the SF phase of 3He as
jump-like increasing of the critical current velocity vc three times under pressure and
such change of the SF density just at T = (0, 6 - 0,7)T¢ [2,41-44]. This jump-like
increasing of the v~ and SF density is caused by the sharp increasing of Aa (or
vc = ~ )
at T* when ),~ <<~,~ (figure 3c). Further, it may be assumed that under
pressure or rotation increasing of an interaction strength between composite bosons
Occur and it is accompanied by appearance of the gap ASF in EB(k ) at a more low
temperature. Then the splitting of the B-phase into two phases B1 and B2 as well as the
transition between them observed for T ~ 0, 6Tc [41,43, 44] most probably is caused
by these circumstances. Hence, the origin of the A- and B-phases as well as transition
between them in 3He at T,,~ 0, 7Tc [2] (cf. with the above value of T* ~>0, 7T¢) is
naturally caused by the phase transition SPCc~PC of composite bosons. The observed
sharp increasing of the SF density in 3He [2] just at the phase transition A ---,B speak in
favour of this assumption. While the observed power law dependence cv(T ) , . , T 3 [ 2 ] is
caused by the absence of the gap ASFin EB(k ) at T ~< T* and by Asv << T a n d not by the
presence of point or line nodes of the BCS-like energy gap AF. Step-like jump ofcv(T) at
Tc in 3He means that T¢ = T r = Tn (as in this case near T¢, A v "~ An <<AsF takes place).
Finally the circulation quantum @0 = h/2m3 and = h/4m 3 (where m 3 is the mass of aHe
atoms) observation is possible in B- and A-phase, respectively, i.e. the gap AsF vanishes
and appears in EB(k) at T ~< T~ and T> T* the half-integral values of the circulation
may observe when the gap ASFappears in EB(k ) at T > T*. Apparently such situation is
realized at the transition from B- to A-phase in 3He (see 1-41,42]).
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6.3 Superconductivity of charyed bosons in superconductors
To establish the mechanism of superconductivity in LTSC, HFSC, OSC and HTSC
first of all it should elucidate a question about the physical essence of the order
parameter A F and A a as well as the energy gap ASF in different cases. As the relation
between them undoubtedly plays an important role in determining a possible superconductivity scenarios and main SC properties of superconductors.
6.3.1 Gap features of superconductors: We consider the new scenarios a~:cording to
that superconductivity (superfluidity) in the Fermi systems appears under the coexistence of two order parameter: one of them AF characterizes the bond strength of bound
fermion pairs and the other AB, the bond strength of all condensed bosons (i.e. existence
of a SF state). While the gap ASF characterizes, as stated above, the binding energy of
a single bound boson pairs or the structure of the SF state. In other words, the phase
transition to the SC state is accompanied as a rule by the formation of bound fermion
pairs (i.e. composite bosons) with their subsequent transition to the SF state by SPC
and PC 1-70]. Here it should be distinguished as two possible cases: a) disappearance of
bound fermion pairs (or Av) at T = TF is simultaneously accompanied by vanishing
their SF condensate (or AB) and b) disappearance of a SF condensate (or AB) of such
composite bosons at T = TB does not lead as yet to the break-up of bound fermion

M,

' 'rl

rF

Figure 10. Schematic dependence of the AF, AB,~B and ASF vS. temperature, for

3d-FSC: (a) and (b); for 3d-BSC: (b) and (c).
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pairs which are dissociated at more higher temperatures (i.e. at T = TF > TB). So there
can exist two types of superconductors in which, may be realized, two FBL scenarios of
superconductivity [49-53]. These type superconductors are called fermion superconductors (FSC) (with AF < AB and Av > A,, Asc = AF, Tc = Tv = TB) and boson superconductors (BSC) (with AF > AB, Asc = A,, Tc = Ta < Tv), respectively (figure 10). Two
FBL scenarios of superconductivity realizing in these FSC and BSC may be described
by combined Fermi- and SF Bose-liquid theories which are given above. Then one gets
a quasiparticle spectrum with a finite coexisting gaps Av and A. inside which will exist
collective soundlike modes (at y, < 7~) caused by the closing of the gap Asv. Hence in
FSC at Av < A, some gap-like features associated with A, and Asv at AF < An must
appear outside the BCS-like gap Asc = Av and inside it, respectively. Indeed, the
observed in LTSC non-zero DOS inside Asc and a peak precursor its outside, the
nature of those remains unknown [3, 24], speak well for our predicts. While, in BSC,
both the above gap-like feature A, and Asv will appear only inside the gap Av without

hB

T"

%

T

T

Figure 11. Schematic dependence of the Asv and A, vs. temperature in 2d- and

3d-BSC for 7, = 7* (a) and in 3d-BSC for 3'B< )'~ (b).
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a sharp maximum DOS. Further at ?B < ?* and T ~< T] the non-zero DOS must exist
also near the bottom of the gap AF (that is displayed as a sharp maximum DOS not only
in the SC but also in the normal state). Such pictures are observed in HTSC [23-28].
The observed large gap (or often called as pseudo-gap) in HTSC unknown nature is
most probably the gap AF and it bears no relation to real SC order parameter Asc, as
this gap exists also in the normal state [23, 35-37]. In BSC, at T = T v > Ti3 the phase
transition in electronic subsystem having an effect on the lattice state must also occur.
In all probability, the nature of the phase transitions unknown origin observed in
YBa2Cu307_ x at ~ 150K and ~ 230K [38,76] are the same and are caused by the
destroying of two type bipolarons at T > T¢. Further in BSC, identification of the gap
Asc and AF must lead to an essential deviation of the temperature-dependence of such
Asc from its assumed BSC-dependence as T, now does not correspond to TF, i.e. at
TF >>-2TB the pseudo-gap Av almost does not depend on the temperature up to T¢ = TB.
Such gap anomalies are observed also in HTSC [26, 35, 36]. Moreover, in BSC curves
of the temperature-dependence of AR and ASF (figure 11) with the raising of the
temperature it must shift to meeting each other and cross at T = T* < T¢ = TB. These
gap-like features were observed also in HTSC [28, 77]. Further, the gapless superconductivity in LTSC, HFSC, OSC and HTSC as well as such superfluidity in 3He is
caused by the vanishing of the gap Asv at T ~< T] for ?B < ?* and not by the point or line
nodes of the gap Ar [52, 53]. Indeed, the experimental results show that often assumed
point or line nodes of the BCS-like gap Av responsible for gapless superconductivity is
absent in fact [23, 25]. Therefore, the presence of the DOS near the bottom of the Asc
may be considered as one of the direct confirmation gapless superconductivity
existence. Present theory (see also [52, 53, 70]) predicts that the gapless superconductivity can exist only in the temperature interval 0 < T < T* (which can be observed
experimentally).
6.3.2 Ratio 2Asc/Tc: From the above-stated it follows that the ratio 9sc = 2Asc/T¢ and
Tc in case of FSC may be determined from the BCS-like relation (3.4) and (3.3),
respectively. However, in case of BSC such definition of Asc is not applicable. In the
present case, the ratio Osc should be determined as gsc = 2Asc(= AB)/T~(= TB) and not
as 9sc = 2Asc( = Av)/T~( = TF) that leads to non-real large values of gsc in comparison
with its BCS-values (as the experimental value of T~ now is not corresponding to TF).
The observed values of 9sc/> 5 and/> 8 in HTSC [23-27] most probably is caused by
these circumstances. So, according to (4.9) in the case of 3d-BSC at ?B ~<7~, the quantity
Of Osc is equal to [71]
Osc = 2Asc( = AB)/T~( = TR) ~< 5, 76TBEc/T~

(6.1)

and in the case of 2d-BSC this ratio at )'~ < )'~ is determined as [49, 50] (Appendix 2)
9sc = 8 exp( - 2/?B)

(6.2)

The numerical self-consistent solution of(4.3) after going to the integration and taking
into account (4.4) at ~'B= ?* in case T = T8 for 3d-BSC give TB/TBEc = 3 and 0sc --- 1, 9.
Such solution of this equation at 0 < )'B < ?~ gives 0 < 9sc ~< 1, 7 (figure 12). These
values of 9sc agrees well with its observed values in HTSC [24,25,27]. While the
observed values of 9sc ~>3, 5 .'--8 [24, 25, 27] have been determined according to
Pramana - J. Phys., VoL 45, No. 5, November 1995
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Figure 12. The dependence Ofgsc on 2:. for 3d-BSC.

irrelevant BCS scheme as gsc = 2Asc( = A F ) / T c ( = T F ) . Since the temperature-dependences of the gaps gsc >/5 and/> 8 is deviated strongly down and up from their assumed
BCS dependences, respectively [26, 78]. Moreover, the large gap gsc ~- 8 exists not only
below T¢ but also above Tc [24,35 37]. A novel two-stage FBL scenarios of
superconductivity [49, 52] predicts disappearance of the BCS-like gap Av in BSC at
T = TF > T~ or even T = T v >> T~. Indeed, at VFnDF."~ 0, 5 and IUc, l + h t o D --- 0, 3 eV
from (3.3) it follows Tv, ~ 530 K.
6.4 Size and .flux quantization effect f o r fermion and boson pairs
The above observed in LTSC anomalies of gap-like features indicate [3] that even
Cooper pairs are real composite bosons obeying Bose-Einstein statistics and keeping
its identity. In fact, the real size of the Cooper pairs a v ~ 7~h/~/4maA v (at m8 --- 2me and
Av/> 10 -4 eV, where me is the mass of a free electron) and the mean distance between
them is of the same order quantity, i.e. a v/> I 0- 6 cm. So they are not strong overlap in
spite of the prediction of BCS theory based on the estimation of a v ~ 10-4 cm that is
too overestimated. As in BCS-theory, the coherence length is usually estimated
according to incorrect assumption e(k) = EF (i.e. k = kv) that contradicts with its basic
supposition e,(k) < htnD. While the binding energy of boson pairs in their interacting
collective decreases and is equal to zero at )'B ~<1'* (when boson pairs begins overlapping and bosons exchange from one pair to another becomes dominant). Therefore loss
of identity or strong overlap are peculiar to the attracting boson pairs, and not to
fermion pairs. These distinctive features of fermion and boson pairs are visually
displayed in the flux quantization effects in 4He and 3He, LTSC, respectively. For
example, in 4He are observed both • = h/m 4 and h/2m 4 (where m4 is the mass of 4He
atoms) flux quantum [1, 15], whereas in LTSC and 3He only flux quantum h/2e and
h/2m 3 (where rna is the mass of 3He) is observed, respectively, and not hie and h/m 3.
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Some experimental facts in 3He (see [42]) indicate about the existence of quartets with
flux quantum ~ = h/4m 3 also. This corresponds to the case Asc # 0. The quartets with
flux quantum • = h/4e may be formed also in superconductors (e.g. in HTSC) at
T > T*, i.e. in the temperature interval T* < T < Tc.
6.5 Specific heat
The temperature-dependences of Aa and I/~BI near T* at 1 < ~n ~<T* and 0 < 7B < 1
is weak and strong, respectively. In this connection the cv(T) curve near T* for AB,
I~BI<< T* (or 7B<<7*) (the region I on figure 2)just as near TB (where the condition
A., I~BI<< TB and/~/> 0, 5 may be well-satisfied even for 7B ~ 1) may undergo 2-like
jump and at 1 < 7B ~<7* (the region II on figure 2) probably displayed only peculiarity.
In all probability, the first of them takes place in HTSC and HFSC [39,40], and the
second in 4He (see [16]). As in HTSC and HFSC, 2-like jump of cv(T) are observed
not only at T¢ [38,79] but also at T < T~ [39,40]. While in YBa2Cu3OT_ x a small
step-like jump of c~(T) at T >/2, 5T¢ [76] is caused by destruction of bipolarons, i.e.
the phase transition normal Bose-liquidc~Fermi-liquid (figure 9) in electronic (and
not lattice) subsystem [49-53] as stated above. In [76], on the basis of the experimental
data, analogous assertion have also been made. This indicates that the HTSC are BSC.
The HFSC and OSC are related also to this class so far they are characterized by
c~(T) ,,~ T a at low temperature [8, 80] and at T = T~, undergoes 2-like jump [5, 79].
Such gapless superconductivity is most probably realized also in LTSC as there
c~(T) ~ T 3 is observed up to T~ [3]. Indeed, both in BSC and in FSC at ASF < Asc
and especially at ASF<<Asc (or ASF = 0) the main contribution to c~(T) comes from
the excitation of the composite bosons (e.g. Cooper pairs in LTSC) as a whole and
not from excitation of their Fermi components. The number of such bosons in LTSC is
much smaller (PB "~ 1017 + 10x8 cm-3) than their number in HTSC (PB "~ 1021 cm-3).
Unlike the BSC (where PB -- const up to T8 or even above TB),in FSC at comparatively
low temperatures PB (or TB) --~const but at T ~ TF fast decreation ofpB (or TB) up to
BG concentration for which T~ ~ TF occurs. For inconstant PB (at T > TF/2 and
especially at T ~ TF) the determination of the quantitative trend of/~B(T) and AB(T)
changes is a very difficult problem as it requires a combined self-consistent solution
of the equations for /~F(T), AF(T), /~B(T) and AB(T) under the conservation of the
total particle number N = N F + 2N B. In this case we have to limit ourselves to predict
the qualitative trend of/~B(T) and AB(T) changes which, however, may be found
close enough to the real situation. So the value of TB (including T~ and TBEC)
determined for PB -~ const and expected above TF becomes unphysical. Probably
in FSC with a weak coupling the gap ASF in EB(k) may be absent up to T = T¢ = TF
or appear near TF, where ASF > Ap Then near T~ the cv(T) undergoes step-like
(or BCS-like)jump that is observed in LTSC. Apparently in. 3He interaction between
composite bosons is several times stronger than in LTSC and the gap opening in EB(k )
occurs at T ~-0, 7T¢. Then near Tc the situation ASF >>Av takes place and the jump
of cv(T ) at T = T~ = TF determined by BCS-theory has step-like also. So LTSC
and 3He are related to the FSC. Further in BSC, for T* that is close to TB, the c,(T)
undergoes two jumps near Tc = TB separated by a small temperature interval. Indeed,
such jumps of c~(T) are observed in HTSC [81] and HFSC [82]. Other explanation is
given below.
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6.6 London penetration depth
In BCS-like theories, the London penetration depth ~L(T) is generally known to be
determined in the framework of two Fermi-liquid model. However, in our opinion, in
all superconductors the dependence of ~,L(T) must be determined on the basis of two
Bose-liquid models [71] (in case of 2d-holon superconductors this question was
considered in [20]) from
'~L(T)-- [ I _ P B , I-1/2 ,
2L(0)
PB d

(6.3)

where ,~L(0) = (mac2/4rcpae2) 1/2, c, is the light velocity; PB = Pas + Pa,; Pas and PB, is the
density of the so-called 'SF' (nonexcited) and 'normal' (excited) Bose-liquid. For
a 3d-Bose-liquid at AsF(T ~< T* < To)= 0, Pan "~ T4 and from (6.3)it follows [71]
2L(T) --

,k(0)

[ 1-- (T~41-1/2

(6.4)

\L} d

that has been only empirically obtained earlier. For, a 2d-Bose-liquid at Asv < 2T
approximately takes place at PB, "~ T3 and
2L(0)

(6.5)

and at ASF > 2T one obtains

ZL(T)_[l_(_~)exp(_~(
I_ - T~l-'/2
ZL(0)
~ } ]3

(6.6)

Many experimental data both in LTSC [3], HFSC [83] and in HTSC [7, 84] are in
agreement with (6.4) and do not, with exponential dependence of the BCS theory.
Further in HTSC, OSC are observed the power law dependence of 2L(T)~ T 2
[7, 80, 85, 86] and that it follows from a 3d-Bose-liquid model also (this result to be
reported separately). In recently discovered high temperature OSC of the type KxC6o
the dependence 2L(T)/2L(0) is observed very close to the dependence (6.5), i.e. the power
of (T/T¢) v in 2L(T)/~.L(0) is equal to v = 3, 2 (see [87]). Some experiments also gives
v = 1, 3 + 3, 2 in accordance with our results.
6.7 Critical maynetic field and Meissner effect
As is generally known, the critical magnetic field H, for each type of SF carriers is
determined from the difference of the free energies of normal and SC states. If this
difference for Bose-liquid is smaller than for Fermi-liquid, then the He should be
determined from the difference of the free energies of normal and SF Bose-liquid.
Otherwise Hc is determined from the difference of the free energies of Fermi-liquid in
normal and SC states according to BCS theory. These cases is most probably realized
in BSC and FSC, respectively. Then for BSC one obtains [70]
H¢(T) ". x/4rtDB ¢~/A2f~AB(T)

(6.7)

The observed anomalies of the lower critical magnetic field H¢1 in YBa2Cu307 -x and
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HFSC (see [29, 30]) is naturally explained by this relation as He ~ H~t, i.e. unusual
upturn of the low temperature part of Hc~(T) curve is caused by the sharp increasing of
the AR(T) at T~< T* when VB< 1 and especially when ~,~<< ! (figure 3).
The Meissner effect both in FSC and in BSC is determined by superfluidity of the
Bose-liquid and not that-of Fermi-liquid. It is not difficult to show the absence of the
paramagnetic part of current for SF Bose-liquid analogous to that being done for'such'
Fermi-liquid in BCS theory (this result is reported separately).
6.8 Existence of several types of supe(fluid carriers
Many experimental data on the gap features, specific heat, London penetration depth,
critical magnetic fields and fractional Meissner effect is indicative of the existence
(coexistence) of several types of SF carriers in HTSC, HFSC and type 11 LTSC. For
example, they speak well for the existence of at least two types of carriers with the
different fermion and boson order parameters I-4,7, 38-40, 76], such a s AFI , AF2 , and
AB1, AB2 respectively, as well as Fermi-liquid [6, 9] and normal Bose-liquid [88, 89] in
HTSC and HFSC. It is not excluded that some of the observed maxima of c,,(T) in
HTSC (including HFSC) below T¢ are caused by the second SC transition at

T=T,2<T,,=T~.
Further, in BSC at TF2 < T~I and Tel < TF1 the temperature dependence of the Asc
determined as Ns~(T)= Avl(T ) and A~s2~(T)=AF2(T ) should deviate down and up,
respectively, from their assumed non-real BCS-dependence (i.e. when Tc = Tcl < TF1 is
assumed). Indeed, such deviation in the temperature-dependence of the gap-like
features from their BCS-dependence are observed in HTSC [26,35,36,78]. The
observed two different temperature dependence 2L(T) ,-~ T 4 and ,-~ T 2 (in HFSC and
HTSC [?,80,83,85]) or 2L(T)~ T 3 and ~ T 2 (in OSC [80,86,8?]), as well as
jump-like features of cv(T) at T> Tc [38] and fractional Meissner effect or type III
superconductivity [90] in HTSC may be explained also by the presence of several types
of carriers. At different pn, mRor ~Bthe crossing of the different order parameters AR(T)
and the formation of a new mixed state in the temperature interval T~2 < T< T¢1 as
well as positive curvature near Tc is possible. Apparently, such situation is realized in
HFSC and HTSC, where two jumps are observed near Tc separated by the temperature
interval 60 + 70 mK [81 ] and ,-~ 3, 5 K [82], respectively. Also, a new mixed state in the
comparatively wide temperature interval may be formed without the crossing of two
AB(T).
6.9 Other confirmations
The following are the experimental facts: (i) the small value of the entropy (or the large
single particle condensate fraction in our context) observed in HTSC at T < To (see
[91]) in comparison with its values expected for an ideal 3d-BG; {ii) the SF density
change ns ~ [1 -(T/Tc) 4] for HTSC [83] and HFSC [92]; (iii) the unusual upturn of
the low temperature part of critical current Jc(T) and sound velocity dependences
[31, 32] (these features probably is caused also by the sharp increasing of the AB(T) at
T-%<T~ for VB< 1). These observations once again confirm the validity of the above
microscopic theory of SPC and PC of an attracting BG as the basis for superfluidity
and superconductivity.
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7. Conclusion
It follows from the above-stated conceptions and arguments that the SC (SF) phase
transition in Fermi and Bose system is two- and one-stage, respectively, where the SPC
and PC of an attracting BG (as distinct from the often discussed SPC of a repulsive BG
and BCS-like condensation of the Cooper pairs reminiscent of the BEC of an ideal BG)
are responsible for superfluidity both of charged and uncharged Bose-liquids in
superconductors, 3He and 4He. Further, two possible FBL scenarios, such as, Fermiliquid ~ SF Bose-liquid and Fermi-liquid - normal Bose-liquid ~ SF Bose-liquid is
realized in FSC and BSC, respectively.
In all probability, the SF and SC properties of 3He and LTSC, being related to the
type of FSC with weak coupling (TB< 1 or even probably )'B << 1) have determined both
the Fermi-liquid behaviour (e.g., Tc, Asc(T) (or #sc) and He) described within the
BCS-like theory and Bose-liquid one (e.g., cv(T),2L(T), and gapless superfluidity
(superconductivity)) described within the above theory of SPC and PC of an attracting
BG [49-53]. While the properties of 4He, HTSC, HFSC and OSC which, most
probably are related to the BSC with weak (VB< 1) and possibly intermediate (VB~ 1)
or even strong (VB> 1 in case 4He) coupling are determined almost entirely by
Bose-liquid behaviour described within the above theory of SPC and PC of an
attracting BG. In these superconductors the behaviour of the BCS-like Fermi-liquid
will be displayed as the pseudo gap AF > Asc and AF # 0 in SC and normal states,
respectively and as the electronic phase transition at T = TF > T¢. Many experimental
data available both in SF 4He, 3He, different classes of superconductors simultaneously
confirm the applicability and validity of the above proposed microscopic theory of
two-stage FBL scenarios for description of superfluidity and superconductivity
phenomena from a unified position. Thus, SPC and PC of an attracting BG serve as
a key to superfluidity and superconductivity of both the composite bosons (e.g. Cooper
pairs and bipolarons) and noncomposite ones (e.g. 4He atoms).

Note added for the revised version
After submission of the first version of the present paper we have learnt about the
work [93-95]. In accordance with our results, in [93] and [94] a half magnetic flux
quantum ~o = h/4e and a T 2 term in cv has been observed, respectively. While the
results of the work [95] obtained on the basis of a phenomenological approach and its
predictions about the heat-flow induced anomalies in SF 4He near T~, namely,
a sizeable enhancement of the cv(Q) and a weak depression of the SF density ps(Q) (where
Q is a stationary heat current) has any qualitative likeness with our microscopic ones.
In our opinion, all these results once again demonstrates that the above proposed
microscopic theory are adequate and valid for description of superfluidity and superconductivity.
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Appendix 1

Calculating the basic parameters of an attracting BG for T = O.
Using the BCS-like approximation (4.4) in (4.3) we have

{

A B, = - ( v ~ - V s ~ ) A B , I ~ - V ~ A~2 I~

(AI.1)

V~RAB11A -- VBRAB2IR

AB2 =

(A1.2)

xB = p s l ( V . R -- I/BA) + I/BRpB2

where
I kA

1 k,

PBI=-~k~=OnB(k)' PB2-~-~k~=K,riB(k),
e(kA) = ~BA, e(kr) ~--~BR'

nB(k) = [exp(EB(k)/T- 1]- t,

1 k, (1 +2nB(k'))
I A = f i k y''=o 2Es(k') '
1 ~
IB= ~

(1 +2nB(k'))
2EB(k' )

k'=ka

From (AI.1) we obtain
AB2 = [1

-

VBAIA]

,

1
I A = VB

(A1.3)

As almost all Bose particles have energies smaller than ~BA' then going in (AI.1) and
(A1.2) from summation to integration on e we have

2RB,,,DB

e + I/~a[

cth~/(e + ]/3n1)2 - A21
(A1.4)

2x/(e + I/3BI)= -- a2x
re" /'~ cth [x/(e + I/~BI)2 - A22/2T ]
de
I R= DB|
je., v°
2x//(e + I#BI)2 -- A~2

(A1.6)

For ~SA >> I/~BI,ABI, AB2, T one gets for 3d-BG and 2d-BG

IR = DB

f*"

DB, ~BR
V/~Tde = DB[V/~BR -- V/~BA] and IR "-~-m'~R
A,

~nA

(AI.7)

respectively. Further at VBRIR >> 1 from (AI.1) it follows
ValA = [ V B A - VSR(1 q- VBRIR)-1"]I A =

1

(A1.8)

that at Pa2 <<Pal together with the (A1.4) determines the value of I/]a[ = -/~B + 2Pa
(VaR -- VaA) and A a = Aal. So the BCS-like case approximation (4.4) becomes equivalent to the following simple BCS-lik¢ one

Va(k - k') = - ~'B, if e(k), e(k') < ~aA
0,

otherwise

(A1.9)
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In the case T = 0 and ]/~al= Aa from (A 1.4) and (A 1.8) at large ~BAfor a 3d-BG one obtains
3pR

lim [x//~.a + 21/7.1(¢BA--

-

[fiBI) -}-IfiBl~

-- "~BA;3/2-1-1~

I/~BI2x/~l
(AI.10)

1 _ ~ . , , + 21~d- ~

(AI.11)

DB lib

From (AI.I 1) it follows (4.7) and its substitution into (AI.10) gives (4.6). Further from
(AI.10) it follows (4.9). Now separating the term with k = 0 in the summation (4.3)
according to procedure [14] we have

~, V,(k-k'"J A~.(k)' (1 + 2n.(k')),
AB(k) = - VB(k)pBo-- 1~ k'¢O
p B = p B O + ~1 ~ n.(k),

1 ~,° VR(k_k,)n.(k,)
xB(k)=VB(A)pBo+~,¢

k¢O

(Al.12)
Now going in (A 1.12) from summation to integration on e taking into account (A 1.9) we
obtain

2(p.-p.o)= D.
~'BO,O=Ifi,I[I--VBD, f I " ' ~

de

/e2+2lfi, le3

(A1.14)

From (Al.13) and (Al.14) one obtains (4.10) and (4.11), respectively. For a 2d-BG in
(Al.13) and (Al.14) the multiplier ~ under the integral is absent,
Appendix 2

Calculatin9 the basic parameters of an attractin9 Bose-gas for T ~ O.
For T 4: 0, (A1.4) and (A1.5) may be written as

+ 2

x/~ ~f(e + ~B)~ - A~ [exp(~(e + ~ ) 2 _

Ag/r)- ~]
(A2.11

2P" f o
=

+2fo

[

+

+

ll

e(e +/~.)d~
v/~ x/(e + ~B)2 - A~ [exp(x/(e + ~B)2 -

a~/r)

-

1]
(A2.2)
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For T<< Tn and/~n = An the second integral in(A2.1) and (A2.2) at a small ~:is nearly equal
to (nT)2/3x/~ 3/2 and
Further, according to (AI.12)in (A2.1) and (A2.2),
terms 2pno/~nDn and pno/~nD,, must be tolerated respectively. Then, taking into account
(AI.10) and (AI.! 1), it is easy to obtain (4.12) and (4.13). In case ofAsF :~ 0 (or Pno = 0) the
first integral in (A2,1), and (A2.2) can be evaluated approximately using the expansion
1
~- ~ l
[ 1+
A2
1
x/(~: + Jfinl)2 - An ~:+ ID.I
2(t: + Ifinl) 2

(A2.3)

and after integration also using the expansion

n

arctg ~

-~ ~ -

/ fi,

l

~

+ ~(fin/',.A)

3/2

....

for these integrals we have
[

' 3n/An'~2~]

and

hA"2

respectively, While the second integral in (A2.1) and (A2.2) is calculated by substitution
t = xf(~:/lfi, I)2 + 2e/lfinl, a~t 2 + a22= [(~: + tfi.I) 2 - A2]/T 2 and using the method [96],
where a, = I~al/Y, a2 = x/l fllB]2 -- A 2/T.
Then the second integral in (A2.2) has the form

I2=2~"

fo

x/(t2+l)2-1tdt
x/t2 +(a2/al)2[exp(alx/t2 +(a2/al)2)_ l]

(A2.5)

It is reasonable to assume that near Tn takes place a~ << 1 and a 2 << 1 as well as An <<fin.
For such a~ and a 2 the integral (A2,5) may be calculated by using the method [96]. Here
we give the final results which has the form

I2=x/-~T3/Z[2'612-x~ X/IT~+~-~ +l'46!fi~lT .... ]
--~x/~T3/2 [2, 612 - x / ~

B ( 1 - - A 2fisz]
2 " ~ + 1,46~-~]
/ ~ + ~--~

(A2.6)

for (A2.2)

,=

12 ~

nT F~ ..,fi,, -1,46~+...]
LV Ifi~l+ as,:

=2 n Z

[k/.l

1

2~B-I

-A214fi 2 l'46v/2X/nT_]

(A2.7,

for (A2.1).
After expansion, the expressions
x/1 - A2/4fi 2 and

1
_ A2/4fi2

k/1
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by the degrees of AB/fiBand assuming 1,46x/~ --- 2 from (A2.1), (A2.2), (A2.3), (A2.6) and
(A2.7) we obtain (with an accuracy to ~ fiB(T))

1

[1' 3"[AB'\21#7"]+ .T r(1 A~-2G]
(A2.8)

L

DB - 4x/~B

8fiUJ

\

From (A2.8) for T/~BA> ~tB/T and T/(BA <~1/2n it follows (4.16). While in (A2.9) taking
into account 2pB/AB= 2, 612x/~Ta/E2c and making some transformation we have

2,612,/Trgk~= 47T~,, I-~
('A.]2
L-~--\~-~B
) (fi.)~':
\if/ + 2,612-2

~ZT~(1_a~]]

8fiB2,]j
(A2.10)

from which it follows (4.15). Now the quantity of the fiB(T) and AB(T) near TB may be
found by elimination of A~/8fi~ in (4.15) and (4.16). After some algebra we have

2 2,612
~
~ )

A2
\( T3/2-T T312) + ~ T B
=1--XI fiB(T) T
8fi2
TB = 1 +. A___~.2
T
8fi2

from which (at T ~ TB) it follows
g ~ +

/ffB(TB)[1

1,306

(

T3/2

0 (A2.11)

The solution of this equation has the form
fiB(T) T 7 ( T ) 2
fiB(TB)=T-a +
-~B - 1 4

1,306

~ t

¢T~/2~T a/2)
TB

Further taking into account
T~,2- T3:2
T,~

T ~ - T ~ ( T . - T)ITg + T~ T + T 2)
2T~/"
2T~ :2
-

3T~(T,~-T)
2T~ :2

we have
B((T)= T

1r3'918 /'~B

2](TB-r)

from which at TB/fiB>>1 after the determination of/~B(TB)from (4.16) approximately, it
follows (4.19). Near TB, (4.16) may be written as
2
414

nTB
~

~

nT
(
A~(T) '~
2X//~B(T)~BA 1 + ~ /
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From (A2.12) and (4.19) it follows (4.20). Now we determine the/~a(T) (or AB(T)) and
nao (T) near T = T] < TB assuming ~a(T)/T* << 1. Then for T < T] going in (Al.12)
from summation to integration on e and for T* taking into account (4.15) and (4.16) the
equations determining the/~a(T) and pao(T) (or nBo(T)) may be written as
2, 612V/-~(T*)3/2 _ nT~x/21~B(T*)t = 2pBo(T)
DB
+

2,612v/~T 3/2 nTx/~l~e(Z)l

(A2.13)

-

n T~

pao(T)
nT
x/21/~a(T~)lCa A - Dal/~8(T)Iv~BA + X/21/]B(T)I~BA

(A2.14)

from which after their combined solution and some algebra it follows the equation for
I/~a(T) l analogous as (A2.1 l) and the solution this equation near T* has the form (4.21).
Further substituting lfiB(T)l/lfia(T~)l from (4.21) in (A2.13) gives (4.22). In the case of
2d-BG the first equation in (4.3) after going to the integration and substitution
x=,/(~+ I~BI) 2 - A~/2T has the form [49]

2 = r x2 cthydy

~.

(A2.15)

J~, ,/~2 + (A*)~

where x~ =AsF/2T, XE=X/(¢BA+I~BI)2--A2/2T, A~=Aa/2T. In t~e interval
x l < y < l and 1 < y < x 2 assuming cthy ~ 1/x and ,-, 1, respectively, from (A2.15) we
get
--

r,,

+'Xl+

[,

~.L ,',, +,/y, + (.,',.)

~+

+("*:1}
J

(A2.16)

At low temperature A* >> 1, Y2 >>A~ and A* >>Yl. Then ln yl is small and it can be
neglected. In this case from (A2.15) approximately it follows
2
2y 2
-- ~ In-~,

(A2.17)

1 + A*

from which after some algebra we obtain (4.27). While near TB, A~ << 1 and from (A2.16)
we have (with an accuracy to ,-- (A*) 2)

2

),~-~

Zln
Y~+~)J
A*
y~+A*

+ lny2

(A2.18)

Further, assuming y~" _~ 1 and A*/? a << 1 from (A2.18) it follows

1 + A]/yt~_ exp[2A]ha)~- 1 + 2 A * + ...
YB

1 + A~

from which it follows
TI- 2T
%(T) = ~. LasTT)

~a+2]
~
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It is reasonable to assume that the AsF(T) near TB is changed as ~ ~(2T) q (where ~ is
determined at T = TB from the condition AB(TB) = 0) with the variation parameter q.
Then the AB(T) and I/TB(T)Iis determined by (4.28) and (4.29).
Now we estimate the integrals (5.2) for ASF < 2T. After substitution x = EB(e)/2T
assuming sht approximately to be equal to x and 1/2 exp(x) accordingly at x < 1 and
x > 1 one may obtain from (5.2)

cv(T ) ~- 4f~D B T

y. x/x2 + (A~) 2 + 4

x/x2 + (A*)2 )

(A2.20)

We have done approximate estimations of the second integral assuming
x/x 2 + (A~) 2 -~ A* (at low temperature) as the main contribution comes from a region
near lower limit of the integral, where x << A~. As a result one obtains (5.5). Finally at
T = 0 and AsF = 0 the integral (A2.15) is equal to
2 _ ln2(e + I#,l)
AB(0)

(A2,21)

__,.~a

~s

While at T = TB the approximate estimation of the integral (A2.15) according to the
above scheme gives

2

f'dy

~b2dy

2T B

1 +ln~

(A2.22,

where b 1 = #tB/2T, b 2 = (~BA+/2)/2T. According to (4.29) at T = T8, #R(TB) = 2TBya/
(2 +YB). Then, from (A2.21) and (A2.22) it follows (6.2).
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